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Abstract

The complexity of cancer and the vast amount of experimentaldata available have made computer-
aided approaches necessary. Biomolecular modelling techniques are becoming increasingly easier to
use, whereas hardware and software are becoming better and cheaper. Cross-talk between theoretical
and experimental scientists dealing with cancer-researchfrom a molecular approach, however, is still
uncommon. This is in contrast to other fields, such as amyloid-related diseases, where molecular mod-
elling studies are widely acknowledged. The aim of this review paper is therefore to expose some of
the more common approaches in molecular modelling to cancerscientists in simple terms, illustrating
success stories while also revealing the limitations of computational studies at the molecular level.
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1. Introduction21

A large number of proteins have been shown to be involved in various types of cancer, from the22

ubiquitous tumour suppressor p53 to metastasis promoters such as S100A4. Accordingly, whereas drug23

design was once aimed primarily at the tumour level, many newer drugs are protein-specific. Such drugs24

often have less severe side effects, because they selectively aim at proteins that are related to cancer25

progression. Moreover, owing to the availability of affordable sequencing techniques and plethora of26

genetic markers, personalised treatments are beginning tobe available [1]. On the other hand, sufficient27

knowledge about the biology of many cancer-related proteins and mutations is still missing. Very often,28

a marker of a certain cancer is identified but it is not clear how it is related to the specific disease.29

Many details on a given protein’s function(s), and how it is altered by different mutations, become30

clear once the protein’s structure is known. Proteins, however, are not static and it is their dynamic31

landscape that determines their roles [2]. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), F̈orster resonance en-32

ergy transfer (FRET), X-ray Laue diffraction, extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and33

other biophysical methods can shed light on the dynamics of macromolecules, but suffer from some lim-34

itations in terms of sensitivity, applicability, and time scales. Computer-aided studies can complement35

molecular studies and yield details that are not available to the experiment. Molecular modelling ap-36

proaches therefore become increasingly useful in many clinically-oriented studies, e.g., amyloid related37

diseases [3]. Such methods, however, are sometimes inaccessible to the cancer researcher owing to lack38

of understanding on their potential use, advantages and limitations.39

This review article deals with molecular modelling in cancer research. It aims to acquaint the reader40

with molecular modelling and some of the most-commonly usedmethods in the field, in simple terms41

that would be accessible to non-experts. The scope is limited to molecular modelling methodologies,42

which are a relatively small part of computational biology.Bioinformatics and mathematical approaches43

to cancer research are extensively covered in the literature [4, 5, 6, 7], and will not be discussed here.44

This article is organised as follows. In the next section, some of the most relevant methods of molec-45

ular modelling are explained, with an emphasis on methods that have been used or can be of use in cancer46

research. The aim is to acquaint the reader with the molecular modelling methods and the jargon, rather47

than explain the governing mathematical and physical principles; details on the implementation can be48

found in the molecular modelling literature [8, 9]. The third section describes a few interesting applica-49

tions of the methods in cancer-related studies. In the fourth section, we give our view on the exertion of50

molecular modelling in cancer research and suggest how it can be routinely applied in molecular studies51

related to cancer.While the methods may be of use in many studies related to molecular biology and52

medicine, this article provides added insights with respect to use of the molecular modelling techniques53

within cancer research.54

2. Methods of molecular modelling and simulation55

“Molecular Modelling” has gone a long way since its early days. Most of the readers are probably56

familiar with the plastic balls and sticks that connect them, which were used in chemistry classes to teach57

how molecules are made from atoms. Such models had also been used in research [10], but were replaced58

with computer-generated models. Today, “molecular modelling” refers to the application of computer-59

generated models in molecular studies ranging from a few atoms to multitude of biomolecules. These60

models are used to simulate processes that may be as fast as 10−15 s or as slow as a few seconds. Clearly,61

the accuracy and level of detail depend on the size and timescale of the system. Sub-Ångstr̈om differences62

between structures can be studied and have a large influence on the binding of a drug molecule to its63

receptor, whereas the size of protein complexes is three orders of magnitude larger. These differences64
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necessitate the use of different methods.In general, the more accurate the method at hand, the more time65

and computational resources will be needed to get a meaningful result (for systems of similar size).The66

choice of the modelling method is therefore made based upon the problem at hand.67

Although it is possible to model a collection of molecules, such as multiple peptides and lipids [11],68

most molecular modelling studiesrelated to cancer researchare carried out in atomistic details. These69

methods, however, are limited in scope to molecules for which structural data is available from experi-70

ments (X-ray crystallography or NMR) or can be accurately modelled (see below). Atomistic modelling71

is also limited in size and timescale. Soluble proteins can nowadays be studied for 10−7-10−6 s, enough72

to shed light on some domain motions within a protein but not on large conformational changes such as73

protein folding or activation of channels. Longer processes and larger complexes can still be modelled,74

but necessitate sophisticated and more approximate methods. Several common molecular modelling ap-75

proaches and applications are discussed in this section. The principles are explained in simple terms,76

and few examples of applications are given. In discussing the methods, we (somewhat artificially) group77

them into four categories: atomistic simulation and modelling methods, modelling of proteins and protein78

complexes, modelling of protein-drug interactions, and simplified approaches (that do not yield atomistic79

details). There is some overlap between the categories, and some methods belong to more than one80

category, in which case we have put the method where we feel itis (or has the potential to be) most81

frequently used in cancer research.The description of each method begins with an executive summary82

of its strengths, limitations and general applicability, and is followed by a more detailed (but still short)83

description. A graphical presentation of some of the most commonly used methods is given in Figure 1.84

Several cancer-related studies involving these methods will be covered in the following section, and shall85

provide more light on successful applications of molecularmodelling in cancer research.86

2.1. Atomistic simulation and modelling methods87

Molecular simulation methods deal with dynamic processes that are often difficult to follow exper-88

imentally. The applications usually deal with biomacromolecules, although some of the methods can89

be extended to larger systems. All of the methods mentioned here require structural information at90

atomic resolution when dealing with macromolecules. Ideally, this information should come from high-91

resolution protein crystallography or NMR, but models (see below, modelling of protein structures) can92

also be used.93

2.1.1. Atomisticmolecular dynamicssimulations94

Strengths: Relatively easy to use, yields dynamics data on the motions of atoms and molecules in atom-95

istic details - almost as if you are watching a protein in an animation movie. Many structural observables96

can be easily extracted from the simulation. Protein modelling is often as realistic as it can get.97

Limitations: Much less accurate when experimental data on the biomolecule in question is not available.98

Cannot be used to study large-scale or long-term processes without extensions (and at reduced accuracy).99

Cannot be used as is to study processes that involve breaking or formation of covalent bonds.100

Example application: The structure of a protein bound to a drug molecule is known,and you want to101

understand whether a certain mutation may lead to drug resistance because it would reduce the affinity102

of the drug molecule.103

104

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are widely used to address biological systems. The method is105

based on the centuries old Newton’s equations of motion, namely F = ma, whereF is the force operating106

on a particle,m is its mass anda its acceleration. Starting from a given coordination of themolecule(s),107

for example a crystallographic structure of an enzyme-inhibitor complex immersed in water, the forces108

that act on the atoms are calculated, and the system is propagated in time according to Newton’s equations109
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of motion. The force is calculated by differentiating the potential energy at the positions of every atom110

in the system. This potential energy will depend on all otheratoms present and on their locations. In111

practice, the potential energy of the system is estimated based on a set of equations and parameters,112

collectively known as aforce field. Relatively short time steps, usually of 1-4f emtoseconds(fs, 10−15s)113

are used in simulations at the atomic scale (i.e., where a molecule is represented as a collection of atoms).114

Accordingly, a simulation of 0.1µs typically requires 50 million steps. An illustration of the method is115

given in Figure 2.116

The output of an MD simulation is a set of particle velocitiesand coordinates, which is termedtra-117

jectory. Free and commercial programs are available for viewing trajectory files. Using such programs,118

the researcher can watch the simulation just like a molecular movie, zooming in and out or following on119

the frames that appear to be more interesting. The simplicity of the approach and the availability of many120

different MD engines (software than can run MD, see Table A.1in the Appendix) and molecular viewers121

(Appendix Table A.2) are two of the most compelling reasons for the method’s popularity. The trajectory122

can also be used for carrying out calculations that yield physical observables of a system, such as the123

prevalence of hydrogen bonds, distance between atoms or residues, modification of secondary structures124

and volumes of binding sites. Such observables often yield abiological insights.125

What are the uses of MD simulations in a biological context? Asa complete answer to this question126

cannot be given, a few recent examples follow. Transporter proteins are particularly amendable to MD127

simulations, because structural and mutational data can only yield limited insights about the dynamics of128

the process (how is the molecule actually being transferred? Which residues play a major role? Why is a129

certain mutation important even when the residue is not involved in contacts with the substrates according130

to the known structural information?). In the field of computer-aided drug design, MD simulations can131

infer on correct and incorrect modes of binding of a molecule[13] and the energetics of the binding reac-132

tion, e.g., the interplay between electrostatic and hydrophobic forces. Post translational modification can133

also be studied, through a comparison of the modified and non-modified proteins; a similar comparison134

can be used to infer on the mechanism of action of a drug molecule.135

The many strengths of MD should not obscure its limitations.First, out-of-the-box simulations, using136

established protocols, are generally limited to soluble proteins of known structures that are not modified137

or bound to any cofactors of inhibitors. Dealing with multivalent metal ions, cofactors, membranes or138

drug molecules requires additional expertise and often specific protocols or parameters must be devised.139

Second, MD simulations are limited to time-scales of less than 1 microsecond. Conformational changes140

involving whole protein domains necessitate the use of moreelaborate or approximate methods or spe-141

cialised hardware [14] and may suffer from numerical inaccuracies [15, 16]. Third, MD simulations use142

an approximate function to calculate the potential energy,that fails to properly describe the system in143

some cases (but generally works well for biomolecules underambient temperature and pressure). Fi-144

nally, canonical MD simulationsthat employ interaction potentials that are based on classical mechanics145

are not suitable to follow on reactions that involve the breaking or formation of covalent bonds.Some146

of these limitations can be overcome by using related techniques, such as simulations based on quantum147

mechanics (QM/MM and AIMD) or using simplified models (coarse-grained MD), which are described148

below. Coarse-grained MD simulations on the one hand and QM/MM studies on the other are becoming149

increasingly popular and challenge the dominance of atomistic MD based on classical (=non-quantum)150

mechanics.151

2.1.2. Brownian dynamics152

Strengths: Physics-based yet fast to use and can deal with large biomolecular complexes.153

Limitations: The molecules are treated as rigid bodies, i.e., no information on the internal dynamics of154

the molecules can be simulated or yielded.155
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Example application: You know the structures of two proteins and have some information of their com-156

plex, e.g., from cross-linking experiments. Brownian dynamics can then be used to follow on complex157

formation, for example when more than one binding mode is possible.158

159

Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations in biomedicine are most often used to follow on the formation160

of complexes, e.g., between two or more proteins. Such systems are too large and evolve too slowly161

to be studied directly by MD, especially when several binding modes are possible. Therefore, more162

approximate methods must be used to infer how the complex is formed. MD simulations can be used at163

a later stage to discriminate between several potential complexes.164

In the context of biomolecular BD simulations, the forces areextracted from the electrostatic po-165

tentials that surround the particles. Brownian dynamics simulations can yield trajectories and rates of166

encounter between the components thus allowing a comparison between different complexes. Applica-167

tions are by no means limited to protein-protein interactions, and BD have been applied alsoto simulate168

the movement of ions in membrane channels [17], studyenzyme-ligand association [18], and modelthe169

binding of proteins and DNA [19], to give a few examples. Several MD simulations packages can be170

used for BD simulations as well, but specialised software also exist (Table A.4).171

2.1.3. Modelling based on quantum chemistry172

Strengths: Accuracy and scope - can deal with processes that involve covalent bond making and break-173

ing or excited states of molecules that cannot be studied by more approximate methods.174

Limitations: Slow, difficult to master, available only for short timescales and small systems.175

Example application: You want to understand how a certain carcinogen interacts with nucleic acid bases.176

177

Quantum chemistry utilises quantum mechanical (QM) principles for chemical calculations. Thus,178

it can offer a better accuracy compared with molecular dynamics and other methods that rely on energy179

functions that do not involve quantum-mechanics, and can deal with processes involving bond-breaking180

and formation. Unfortunately, the computational cost of employing quantum chemistry programs can be181

prohibitive. Moreover, theunderlying principles (quantum mechanics) may be non-intuitive and difficult182

to grasp by non-experts. To make things even more complicated, quantum chemistsuse a highlyspecific183

jargonthat make it even more difficult to follow the relevant publications compared with other molecular184

modelling methods.185

Due to the high computational cost, QM calculations are veryrarely performed on full-size proteins,186

althoughthis situation is likely to change becausemethods to deal with large molecules,e.g., [20, 21], are187

being actively developed. Instead, a model of the system of interest (e.g., a catalytic site of an enzyme)188

is constructed by taking into account a subset of atoms that directly participate in the reaction. The rest189

of the system is either ignored or approximated by use of faster methods (e.g., quantum mechanics /190

molecular mechanics, or QM/MM). Some of the limitations of traditional QM methods are alleviated by191

the use of the popular density functional theory (DFT). Developed by Hohenberg, Kohn and Sham in192

the 1960s [22, 23], the theory has since then transformed into a field in itself. Today, it is commonly193

applied in a biological context. In connection with cancer research, quantum chemistry have been used194

to reveal how carcinogens interact with the DNA [24], for thedesign of chemotherapies [25], to study195

the mechanism of histone deacetylation [26], and in many additional applications.196

2.1.4. Ab initio molecular dynamics197

Strengths: Modelling dynamics processes as molecular dynamics with the accuracy offered by quantum198

chemistry.199

Limitations: Limited to very small systems (tens of atoms) and very shorttime scales (10−11s).200
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Example application: Following on an enzymatic reaction using a model system based on the active-site201

structure.202

203

Ab initio MD (AIMD) methods aim to bridge molecular dynamicswith quantum mechanics. Us-204

ing these methods, a system is simulated by Newtonian mechanics, but the forces that operate on the205

atoms are calculated from quantum-mechanical principles.The advantage in accuracy is countered by206

the complexity of ab initio MD, rendering the method much less widely used for dealing with biologi-207

cal macromolecules. It is both more demanding from a computational aspect and more challenging to208

employ from a scientific point of view (i.e., it requires expertise and a deeper understanding). Neverthe-209

less, ab initio molecular dynamics simulations have been used in the field of cancer research (see below210

for an example discussing radiotherapy). Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics (CPMD) [27] is a popu-211

lar implementation of ab initio molecular dynamics. Path-integral molecular dynamics [28] is another212

implementation, that enables the study of nuclear tunnelling as occurs e.g., in some enzymes [29].213

2.1.5. Quantum mechanics / molecular mechanics214

Strengths: Enables the application of quantum mechanics-based approaches to atomistically large sys-215

tems such as proteins.216

Limitations: As slow as quantum chemistry.217

Example application: Following on an enzymatic reaction, taking into account all of the protein residues,218

not just the catalytic site.219

220

Quantum mechanics / molecular mechanics (QM/MM) methods treat part of the system (e.g., the221

catalytic site of an enzyme and a substrate) quantum-mechanically and the rest in more approximate222

terms, usually similar to normal MD simulations(see Figure 3 for an illustration of the scale of QM/MM223

and QM methods). Thus, macromolecules can be studied even if the reaction involves bond-making224

and breaking. The calculation is about as fast (or as slow) asthe QM calculation of the small area of225

interest. From a practical point of view, employing QM/MM requires expertise in both methods and in226

their coupling. Nevertheless, QM/MM based methods are broadly used in biology. Some applications227

relevant to cancer research include modelling of drugs thatcovalently bind DNA [30], and the mechanism228

of mitogen-activated protein kinase [31].229

2.1.6. Normal Mode Analysis230

Strengths: Simple, fast and relatively easy to do - a quick way to get a glimpse on the dynamics at atomic231

resolution without running a simulation.232

Limitations: No correlation to timescales, not as broad and accurate as MD.233

Example application: You study a large protein with several domains and want to learn how the domains234

move one with respect to the other, because this is relevant to that protein’s function.235

236

In normal mode analysis the system (e.g., a protein or a biomolecular complex) is assumed to be in237

equilibrium, while it still undergoes some motions. These motions are modelled as harmonic (similar to238

a bead on a spring). Low frequency modes represent collective motions that involve large parts of the239

system (e.g., two protein domains moving towards and away from each other), whereas high frequency240

(fast) modes correspond to local fluctuations that are usually of smaller interest. Applying NMA to241

proteins is simpler and faster than running a molecular dynamics simulation and has the advantage that242

the global motions (that are usually more relevant from a physiological standpoint) are immediately243

separated from local deformations, something that requires an additional analysis for molecular dynamics244

trajectories. There are, however, several drawbacks of themethod. First, motions of proteins are not245
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entirely harmonic [32]. Second, the system needs a proper preparation before performing normal mode246

analysis rigorously (its potential energy must be brought very close to minimum), which is often a difficult247

task for systems such as proteins with thousands of degrees of freedom. Similar to MD, one does not248

have to use atomistic potentials in NMA, and simplified models often yield meaningful results (see also249

the section on Elastic Network Models below). Yet, it is included here under atomistic modelling and250

simulation methods, since the computational cost of atomistic NMA of proteins is usually not prohibitive.251

NMA can have several applications related to cancer research, including a comparison between wild-252

type and mutant kinases [33] and modifications of the proteindynamics upon binding of other molecules253

(target proteins, DNA or inhibitors). In practice, normal mode analysis is performed by use of the same254

programs as used for carrying out molecular dynamics simulations (Appendix: Table A.1). In addition,255

several web servers can be used for NMA (Table A.5).256

2.2. Modelling of structures of proteins and protein complexes257

The protein data bank (PDB) contains about 87700biomolecular structures (January 2013), of which258

97% include proteins, and almost all of the rest are nucleic acids. Many of these are redundant, and259

atomic-resolution structures of clinically important proteins are still missing(note that selecting only260

structures with sequence identity of 90% or less, the PDB contains only about 33700 entries). Whereas261

some of the missing proteins are difficult to crystallise or resolve, others include intrinsically disordered262

regions rather than a defined three dimensional structure [34]. Moreover, proteins and peptides often263

alter their structure upon forming macromolecular complexes. Therefore, even if the individual structures264

are known, it may still be necessary to compute the structureof a complex. Fortunately, powerful methods265

for protein structure prediction exist(see below and Figure 4), and are increasingly used to shed light on266

the conformations of proteins and biomolecular complexes.267

2.2.1. Homology modelling268

Strengths: Structure modelling based on evolutionary principles.269

Limitations: Can only work when a structure of a related protein is known.270

Example application: You want to simulate a human protein, whose structure is notavailable, based on271

the structure of the same (or a similar) protein but from another organism.272

273

Homology modelling (also known as comparative or template-based modelling) is based on the notion274

that evolutionary conservation in sequence is correlated with conservation in structure. In other words,275

proteins that are similar in sequence are also similar in structure (whereas the latter is not always true).276

Thus, given a template protein with a known structure, whichis somewhat similar in sequence to another277

protein whose structure is sought after, a computer programis used to thread the sequence of the protein278

with the unknown structure onto the template. Modern homology modelling software enables the use of279

multiple templates (for example, where a protein has two domains and each has a different homologue).280

The higher the sequence identity between a modelled proteinand a template, the higher the accuracy281

of the model. Although many factors can contribute to the success of modelling by homology, it is282

generally said that proteins that have>50% sequence identity to the target can be modelled accurately,283

whereas those with 25-30% sequence identity can still be modelled reasonably well. Proteins with lower284

similarity to their templates (’twilight zone’ cases in thehomology modelling terminology) pose a greater285

challenge, but may still be modelled.286

Homology modelling can be performed by use of freely-available and commercial software or desig-287

nated web-servers, some of which come with video tutorials or additional features such as modelling of288

proteins without close homologues. A list of several homology modelling servers and non-commercial289
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programs is given in Table A.6. Commercial program packages (Table A.3) deal with homology mod-290

elling as part of their protein analysis capabilities, and the non-commercial viewer UCSD-Chimera can291

also be used to perform homology modelling with the Modellerprogram. Webservers that perform ho-292

mology modelling are numerous. As is often the case with software that runs on a webserver (but even293

more for homology modelling), the default parameters may need adjustment for non-standard cases.294

Therefore, it is advised that users of modelling web-servers consult the documentation and make several295

trials to get the best model.296

2.2.2. De-novo modelling of protein structures(fold recognition methods)297

Strengths: Structure modelling when related structures are not available experimentally.298

Limitations: Prediction accuracy.299

Example application: Modelling of a protein with an unknown fold and no homologous or orthologous300

structures.301

302

In principle, it should be possible to follow protein-folding in silico, using simulations starting from303

the protein sequence or a very crude model. Limitations in hardware and prediction accuracy (i.e., the304

quality of the potential energy function), however, prevent this from being commonplace [35], even305

if recent advances hint that ab-initio protein folding of some proteins (that fold relatively fast) can be306

followed by computer simulations [36].307

Several homology modelling servers (Table A.6) can be used also for modelling of proteins that do308

not have a known orthologue. In addition, several research groups have developed servers or programs309

that use a combination of statistical methods based on the protein sequence, and/or physics-based energy310

functions to model protein structures. A list of servers andprograms is given in Table A.7.The overall311

performance of many of the servers is evaluated by competitions such as the Critical Assessment of312

Structure Prediction (CASP). It is, however, difficult to predict their accuracy for a given protein with313

an unknown structure, and the results should therefore be validated by use of (indirect) experiments314

or additional simulations. Some programs allow the use of restraints derived from experiments (e.g.,315

cross-linking), which can improve the prediction in many cases.316

2.2.3. Modelling of protein complexes317

The approach to generating a structural model of a complex involving a protein and another biological318

macromolecule depends on the existing data. If the structure of a similar complex is known, homology319

modelling can be used. Otherwise, one should first obtain structures or models of the participants. Then,320

a model can be generated by employing a program designated for the task. As is common in the field,321

several research groups have generated webservers that areaimed at modelling protein complexes, and322

a list of those is given in Table A.8. Typically, the servers produce a list of potential structures, sorted323

according to the underlying algorithm. It is eventually up to the user to select the model that makes most324

sense.325

To generate models of protein complexes, servers employ different approaches. One of these is326

surface complementarity, where the proteins or macromolecules that interact are assumed to complement327

each other structurally (i.e., one can fit onto the other, similar to two pieces of a puzzle). The resulting328

structures can be refined by geometric or energetic considerations, e.g., removing clashes between the329

structures or calculating electrostatic interactions. Another class of methods rely on templates from the330

protein data bank, where a fitting of the interacting molecules to the template is based on sequence331

and structural similarities. The modelled complex is then threaded on to the template. A third class332

of programs utilise constraints from experimental measurements, such as NMR data, small angle X-ray333

scattering (SAXS), mutational analysis and cross-linkingexperiments.334
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2.3. Protein-drug interaction prediction335

Identifying drug-like molecules that can bind to and inhibit the function of proteins is one of the most336

important objectives of computational medicinal chemistry. Kinases and various proteases in particular337

are interesting cancer-related targets of computer-aideddrug design. The most straightforward approach338

is to use a structure of the target protein bound to an inhibitor and identify molecules that are structurally339

similar to that inhibitor. These candidate molecules are then fitted into the binding sites, and the com-340

plexes are refined and studied by use of computer simulation methods such as molecular dynamics as a341

mean of validation. In many cases, however, this relativelystraightforward approach does not yield any342

improvements or has already been exhausted, and it is necessary to identify chemically novel molecules,343

which may be more promising as leads to medication. This is when molecular docking approaches are344

employed.345

2.3.1. Docking of drug-like molecules into protein targets346

Strengths: Highthroughput, enabling the screening of large libraries of compounds.347

Limitations: Accuracy. Further analysis is necessary before experimental validation. No analysis of AD-348

MET (adsorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion andtoxicity), which can be modelled separately.349

Not suitable for discriminating between similar compoundsthat bind the same target.350

Example application: Discovery of novel kinase inhibitors [37].351

352

Docking of drug-like molecules into target proteins has been studied for several decades. Advances in353

hardware and software have led to an impressive improvement, but no program can accurately predict the354

outcome of encounter between a protein andanydrug-like molecule; docking programs try to outperform355

random selection of molecules, sometimes by orders of magnitude. Thus, if one wants to search for356

potential inhibitors for a given target out of a large dataset of drug-like molecules, careful application357

of a docking program will be of use (even if many of the suggested inhibitors will turn out to be false358

positives, and some real binders will not be detected). On the other hand, docking programs do not359

excel in discriminating between two inhibitors and judgingwhich of them is more potent. In fact, even360

highly accurate and computationally demanding methods arenot likely to be very successful in such an361

assignment.362

Owing to the complexity of the task and the large amount of computational resources needed for lig-363

and docking into proteins, it is more common to use a traditional computer program than an online server,364

although some servers do exist. Docking servers and programs are described in Tables A.9 and A.10,365

where we list several applications, commercial as well as free. Due to the vast use of docking programs366

in the pharmaceutical industry, commercial packages that deal with docking are quite prevalent and are367

often used also by academic researchers.368

2.4. Simplified models that can yield biological insights369

Modelling every atom in the molecule comes with a cost, and isnot always meaningful: consider a370

complex of several proteins, large and small, that has a regulatory effect in the cell. It is hardly plausible371

that the regulatory effect is influenced by every amino acid side chain. In other cases, it is currently not372

possible to accurately model the conformation of a protein,because the protein has some unstructured373

regions (large flexible regions without any regular secondary structure). A prominent example of the374

latter case is p53, which has both folded and intrinsically disordered domains. Finally, we may need to375

deal with a protein with a known structure, but which undergoes a slow transition that cannot be modelled376

by atomistic methods because it takes too long. All of these cases necessitate the use of simplified models,377

often in conjugation with some of the methods that are used also (or predominantly) in atomistic studies378

such as MD simulations (section 2.1.1) or normal mode analysis (section 2.1.6).379
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2.4.1. Elastic Network Models380

Strengths: Simple, fast and relatively easy to do - a quick way to get a glimpse on the dynamics without381

running a simulation. Does not require demanding preprocessing of the energy in the same way as atom-382

istic normal mode analysis.383

Limitations: No correlation to timescales. Depends on empirical parameters that need to be tuned and384

are not physics-based.385

Example application: Applicable to large proteins or biomolecular complexes with known structure,386

e.g., myosin.387

388

A great simplification of biological macromolecules can be achieved by considering interactions of389

residues or side-chains rather than atoms, thereby reducing the number of degrees of freedom. This is the390

basis for elastic network models (ENM), that model fluctuations in proteins by considering two adjacent391

Cα atoms or residues as being connected by springs. After building the elastic network, a normal mode392

analysis is carried out. The calculations are both simpler and faster than atomistic normal mode analysis393

(section 2.1.6), and can therefore be routinely carried outby use of dedicated web servers (Table A.5),394

without the need for specialised software. However, ENM maystill require some tuning, e.g., choosing395

the right distance between Cα atoms that are considered bonded in the chain (typically 5–7Å).396

2.4.2. Coarse-grained simulations397

Strengths: Fast, yields dynamics data on the motions of the molecules,many structural observables can398

be easily extracted from the simulation, the simulated timescales can be orders of magnitude longer than399

atomistic simulations.400

Limitations: Less accurate than atomistic simulations, most methods are not suitable for studies that401

involve changes in the secondary structure, and it is difficult to model drug molecules and cofactors such402

as heme. In addition, the simulation timescales do not correspond well with the experiment.403

Example application: Simulations of large proteins or biomolecular complexes.404

405

In coarse-grained simulations, molecules are representedby a collection of beads rather then atoms.406

Each bead represents several atoms (e.g., an amino acid sidechain) or residues. Alternatively, in phe-407

nomenological models, a bead (or several beads) corresponds to a functional group. For example, a lipid408

can be represented by three beads - two for the tail and one forthe hydrophilic head group [11]. Coarse-409

grained calculations are often carried out by running a molecular dynamics simulation with a regular MD410

program in combination with a specific set of parameters (coarse-grained force field). Other types of411

calculations, such as normal mode analysis can also be run with a coarse-grained system.412

The main advantage of coarse-grained simulations is their speed. As each molecule is represented by413

a smaller number of particles, the simulations are faster tobegin with because fewer degrees of freedom414

need to be sampled. Moreover, the timestep of a molecular dynamics simulation is dictated by the415

frequencies of the fastest motions (bond or angle stretching). These motions are slower for heavier416

particles, and therefore a larger timestep can be used between two successive iterations of the program417

(e.g., 50 fs [38], compared with 1-4 fs for an atomistic simulation), further speeding up the calculation.418

Third, water molecules are usually presented in a relatively crude way and not simulated explicitly,419

providing an additional speed-up factor. Thus, coarse-grained simulations can be used to study processes420

that cannot be followed by use of atomistic simulations because they are too slow or systems that cannot421

be handled because they are too large.422

The gain in speed of coarse-grained simulations is countered by some drawbacks. The most obvi-423

ous limitation of such simulations is that atomistic details are lost. Moreover, temporal and energetic424

estimations are also less accurate than those provided by anatomistic approach. Another caveat is the425
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availability of coarse-grained representations and forcefields. Methods for coarse-graining exist for pro-426

tein residues and some types of lipids but generally not for ligands, cofactors, etc.427

A hierarchical (or multiscale) approach may be used to overcome the first limitation. The system is428

studied at the more simplistic coarse-grained level first. Then, some parts of the trajectory are highlighted429

by performing additional simulations in full atomistic details to shed light on interesting parts of the430

trajectory. Using such a multiscale approach necessitatesa method whereby the coarse-grained structures431

can be represented by atomistic details again (fine graining).432

2.4.3. Dissipative particle dynamics433

Strengths: Fast and flexible, suitable of simulations that range from protein complexes to cells and tis-434

sues.435

Limitations: Less accurate, requires expertise and often also the ability to write or modify computer436

programs.437

Example application: Simulations of multicomponent cell membranes (with proteins, cholesterol and438

attached sugars).439

440

Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) is a method for coarse-grained simulations that differs from441

both molecular and Brownian dynamics. Initially developed to deal with complex fluids [39], the method442

has since emerged as a powerful tool for simulations in biology, in systems that scale up to cells and443

tissues [40]. In DPD, the force acting upon a bead is calculated by summing up all of the interactions444

between a particle and all other particles within a certain cutoff. These are governed by forces that depend445

on the chemical bonds (or other rigid interactions), stericrepulsions, the viscosity of the medium and the446

size of the interacting particles.447

Being less widely used than molecular dynamics, DPD simulations are usually run by employing448

designated, home-written or specialised software such as DPDmacs (www.softsimu.net). Some MD449

packages (e.g., HoomD [41] and LAMMPS, http://lammps.sandia.gov) can also run DPD.450

3. Examples of modelling and simulation studies as relevant to cancer-research451

3.1. The catalytic activity of the aldo-keto-reductase tumour marker AKR1B10452

Human small intestine aldose reductase, AKR1B10 is an NADP+-dependent aldo-keto reductase.453

Aldo-keto reductases reduce a variety of aldehydes and ketones. AKR1B10 is unique among aldo-keto454

reductases in its catalytic efficiency for reduction of retinalaldehyde, and its elevated expression in non-455

small cell lung carcinoma. The physiological role of the enzyme, however, is not clear yet. Depletion of456

retinoic acid levels due to increased activity of the enzymemay be related to cancer development [42].457

Structural details on the interaction between the enzyme and retinoids may therefore be useful for the458

design of specific inhibitors that target AKR1B10. Unfortunately, AKR1B10 and the structurally similar459

enzyme AKR1B1 have so far defied attempts for crysallising withretinoids. A molecular modelling460

approach was used to overcome this obstacle [43]. The structure of the enzyme was solved with an461

inhibitor bound instead of the native ligand. The native ligand was then docked into the binding site462

by a docking program. Molecular dynamics simulations were later applied to infer on the specificity of463

the enzyme to different forms of retinalaldehyde (all-trans and 9-cis), in AKR1B10 and the less active464

AKR1B1. Mutational studies and simulations were used to explain the difference in the activity between465

the two enzymes [44]. Overall, these two studies contributed to the understanding on how AKR1B10466

binds its substrates. Further modelling studies, e.g., with QM/MM can be used to shed light on its467

mechanism of action.468
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3.2. Understanding the mechanism of tubulin polymerisation inhibitors469

Microtubules play a critical role in mitosis and are therefore important cancer drug targets. Micro-470

tubules are formed by polymerisation of tubulin, and inhibition of tubulin polymerisation leads to cell471

death. Colchicine, a natural inhibitor of tubulin polymerisation, is used for the treatment of gout and472

familial Mediterranean fever but is toxic at the doses necessary for cancer treatment [45]. Other tubulin473

inhibitors, such as Taxol, have been proven useful in cancertreatment. Distant structural analogues of474

colchicine are sought after as novel and less toxic tubulin inhibitors. Zhang and co-workers synthesised a475

group of such inhibitors. Their most promising compound hadanti-tubulin activity IC50 of 3.0µM [46].476

To understand its mechanism of action, the compound was docked to the crystal structure of tubulin477

bound to colchicine. Molecular dynamics simulations were then used to identify the protein residues that478

interact with the inhibitor. Similarly, Qianet al. have synthesised another group of anti-tubulin com-479

pounds, and have used molecular modelling to infer on the binding modes of several of them [47]. Both480

studies may be useful for further development of tubulin-binding agents.481

3.3. Recognition of phosphorylated substrates by Pin1482

Isomerisation of theω-bond backbone angle of proline (peptidyl prolyl cis-transisomerisation) initi-483

ates protein structural changes and is involved in biological signalling. Pin1 is an enzyme that catalyses484

peptidyl prolyl cis-trans isomerisation when a proline residue is located immediately after a phospho-485

rylated serine or threonine. The enzyme is involved in different pathways that lead to oncogenesis,486

including the RTK/Ras/ERK, Wnt, TGF-β, NF-κB, Notch and others [48]. Atomistic details on how487

Pin1 interacts with its substrates are important for a better understanding of its mechanism of action, and488

may enable the design of inhibitors that mimic the transition state. In the lack of such data from exper-489

iments, Velazquez and Hamelberg [49] used molecular dynamics simulations. The authors have studies490

Pin1 in four states, namely free and bound to the substrate incis, trans and transition-state conformations.491

Their analysis suggests that the structure of the Pin1 active site is modified in the presence of the specific492

backbone conformation of the phosphorylated substrate (conformational recognition), particularly in the493

transition state. These findings may be used for rational drug design.494

3.4. Autoactivation of ERK2495

Extracellular signal-regulated kinase 2 (ERK2) is a kinase involved in the MAPK signalling pathway.496

The enzyme is activated by cooperative phosphorylation events at Tyr185 and then Thr183, which result497

in a conformational transition. Mutation of certain ERK2 residues leads to autophosphorylation and498

therefore to autoactivation. Barr and co-workers have studied the active and inactive forms of ERK2499

and several mutants that cause autoactivation [50]. By use ofmolecular dynamics simulations, they500

have analysed the differences between the dynamics of mutants and wt proteins, and showed that the501

mutations do not mimic the active conformation. Rather, theylead to domain closure that is likely to502

promote autoactivation. Several mutations had been suggested to render autoactivation based on this503

study, and all but one were verified experimentally.504

3.5. Engineering of a therapeutic protein505

Escherichia coli L-asparaginase (L-ASN) is a protein drug that is used for treatment of the hema-506

tological malignancy acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) [51], through hydrolysis of serum glutamine507

and asparagine, which leads to apoptosis. The lysosomal proteases cathepsinB and asparagine endopep-508

tidase (AEP), which are produced by lymphoblasts, are involved in degradation of L-ASN. Offman and509

co-workers [52] have used structural and bioinformatic analysis to design L-ASN mutants that have lower510

affinity to being bound by AEP. Molecular dynamics simulations were then used to ensure that the ac-511

tive site of L-ASN is not modified by the mutations (otherwiseL-ASN may become less active as a512
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protein drug). The wild type (wt) protein and four promisingmutants, as well as one mutant that was513

experimentally found to be less active (although it is not degraded by AEP) were then subject to exten-514

sive analysis by molecular dynamics simulations. The computer-aided protein engineering process was515

successful according to enzymatic and cell-toxicity assays. Furthermore, the authors could selectively in-516

hibit glutamine hydrolysis by L-ASN, though a second mutation. Possible future studies include further517

optimisation of the protein, e.g., by modifications of the antigenic epitopes to avoid allergic reactions.518

3.6. Computational approach discriminates functional activity of p53 mutants519

Missense mutations of the tumour suppressor p53 often lead to loss-of-function, and are therefore520

termed ’cancer mutations’. The activity of p53 may be restored by an additional mutation in a different521

region (’rescue mutations’) [53]. Demiret al. analysed a variety of mutants by functional experiments522

and measured their thermodynamic stability compared to thewt protein [54]. In parallel, they carried523

out molecular dynamics simulations and calculated the number of distinct conformations in the dynamic524

landscape of each mutant. The inactive mutants were found tobe thermodynamically unstable, whereas525

a good correlation was found between the number of individual protein conformations in the simulation526

trajectory and the conformational stability. This suggests that mutants that destabilise and inactivate527

the protein lead to a larger number of distinct conformations, whereas secondary mutants that reduce528

the number of conformations stabilise the protein. The results of Demir et al. corroborate those of529

Boeckler and co-workers, who used a computational screening(docking) approach aimed at a crevice530

that is generated by a certain p53 mutation [55]. An identified compound bound to p53 and made it more531

stable, effectively mimicking a rescue mutation.532

3.7. Atomistic structures of yttrium-containing glasses for cancer therapy533

The radioactive isotope90Y of the rare earth metal yttrium is used in cancer therapy dueto its cy-534

totoxic effects. Its half-life of 64 hours is long enough to allow treatment but not too long to yield535

excessive damage. A solution with90Y containing glass microspheres (brand name TheraSpheres)is536

injected into the blood vessels surrounding the tumour as a treatment for deeply sealed tumours such537

as hepatic neoplasia. To reduce side effects due to the toxicity of 90Y, the glass should not release yt-538

trium into the blood. Unfortunately, it is difficult to analyse the local structure near the yttrium atom by539

experimental measurements. On the other hand, the periodicstructure of the clinically important yttrium-540

alumino-silicate (YAS) glass is advantageous from a computational point of view, because a relatively541

small model can be studied due to the periodicity of the system (long term interactions are handled by542

an algorithm that replicates the small model in all directions). Moreover, the system is stable enough so543

that short-term quantum-mechanics based calculations could be performed and represent its equilibrium544

properties (something that cannot be assumed in the case of macromolecules). Accordingly, Christie and545

Tilocca have studied YAS glass by ab-initio molecular dynamics simulations [56]. The study elucidated546

the atomistic structure of YAS glass; future studies can deal with calculations of the energy needed to547

remove an yttrium atom from the glass or with the design of more stable yttrium binding compounds.548

Larger samples and perhaps more approximate methods will benecessary to achieve these aims. The549

authors have pinpointed another issue with YAS-microsphere treatment. The microspheres may reside in550

the patient’s body many years after treatment, whereas their degree of biocompatibility is still unknown.551

Therefore, they have also modelled bioactive glasses that are known to have high biocompatibility, to-552

gether with yttrium, using molecular dynamics simulations[57]. The simulations reveal two opposing553

effects of yttrium on the durability of bioactive glass. This calls for a combined experimental and com-554

putational approach for the design of novel types of90Y microspheres.555
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4. Potential applications for molecular modelling in cancer research556

4.1. Prediction of functional consequences of molecular alterations557

Next-generation sequencing and other high-throughput technologies are being extensively exploited558

to identify genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic or metabolomic characteristics of clinical samples from559

patients with cancer. In this context, novel molecular changes associated with cancer and cancer-related560

processes may be discovered, but in many cases the biological implications are unknown. Currently,561

major efforts are being invested in identifying genomic aberrations of tumour cells. When novel so-562

matic mutations are detected in genes known to play important roles in tumour biology, the functional563

consequences of such mutations must be investigated. Computational strategies could be an invaluable564

tool in the initial stages of such studies, by structural modelling and molecular dynamics simulations,565

prior to experimental validation. The strength of using computational methods in attempts to predict566

biological functions lies in the ability to delineate complex biological systems into more simplified com-567

ponents. Subsequently, such individual components can be interconnected in more sophisticated mod-568

els and thereby successively build a complex biological system. Through such approaches, otherwise569

complex, time-consuming and expensive biological experiments could be simplified by generating more570

specific hypotheses based on molecular modelling. In the future, as integrated data sets are generated571

that comprise information derived from the genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic and metabolomic levels,572

the need to perform more complex simulations with large amounts of data will be increasingly appar-573

ent. Effective modelling of such complex and large systems is at present not possible, but continued574

improvements in computational power and software will hopefully allow integration of more data into575

the simulations.576

4.2. Therapeutic aspects577

Molecular modelling is already being extensively used in the development of novel cancer drugs, as578

exemplified in the previous sections. The specific interactions between an existing drug and its target can579

be modelled (as outlined in section 2.3.1), and modelling can be used in the generation of novel and more580

effective compounds (as exemplified for L-asparaginase in section 3.5).581

One setting that is particularly interesting in the perspective of targeted therapeutics is the possibility582

of predicting which compounds will be active in the presenceof resistance mutations. Targeted thera-583

pies are being increasingly used in cancer treatment, and the mechanisms of action are often based on584

the inhibition of a single protein, such as BCR-ABL, KIT, EGFR, RAF or ALK. However, since these585

proteins are all part of complex signalling networks, modifying the activity of one pathway member will586

inevitably result in changed expression levels or activityof other proteins in the pathway. There is also an587

apparent redundancy of many important signalling networksin cancer that leads to alternate signalling if588

one protein is inhibited. Thus, in almost all cases the disease becomes resistant to the targeted therapy,589

and much effort is being devoted to the identification of resistance mechanisms.590

A common resistance mechanism is the occurrence of a secondary mutation in the target protein,591

leading to decreased sensitivity towards the inhibitor. One example is the secondary resistance mutation592

T790M in the EGFR gene, which confers resistance to the EGFR inhibitors gefitinib and erlotinib in593

non-small cell lung cancer. Shortly after its identification it was suggested, based on structural modelling,594

that the introduction of a bulky methionine residue in position 790, which is located at the entrance to595

a hydrophobic pocket in the ATP binding cleft, could lead to steric hindrance and thus interfere with596

binding of erlotinib and gefitinib [58]. However, subsequent studies revealed that the T790M mutant597

confers resistance by a higher binding affinity for ATP [59],a mechanism that could be overcome by598

irreversible EGFR inhibitors. In this case, further development of irreversible EGFR inhibitors may have599

been halted due to incorrect conclusions in the former studies. A more recent example is the identification600
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of secondary ALK mutations associated with resistance to the ALK inhibitor crizotinib in EML4-ALK601

positive non-small cell lung cancer patients [60]. Some of the discovered mutations were analogous to602

resistance mutations in other kinases (such as the T790M gate-keeper mutation), and some seem unique to603

ALK. Importantly, computational modellingmay beable to predict the mechanisms of resistance of these604

new mutations, providing important information in the design and development of second generation605

ALK inhibitors (Figure 5).606

Both these examples illustrate the utility of molecular modelling approaches in the development of607

inhibitors designed to overcome resistance to targeted therapy. Similar sets of resistance mutations will608

probably be identified for other druggable kinases as new kinase inhibitors are developed, and we predict609

that molecular modelling will be crucial in this field in the years to come. One might argue that as next-610

generation sequencing techniques are becoming less expensive and more available, in silico prediction611

of novel resistance mutations would be less important. However, although high-throughput identification612

of resistance mutations in a clinical sample may be possible, this number is often quite high, and the613

challenge of predicting which mutations are relevant for function will still remain, leaving a role for614

molecular modelling in this setting.615

5. Conclusions and outlook616

One of the consequences of the post-genomic era is the realisation that biological macromolecules617

are much more complex than thought before. The straightforward relation sequence-structure-function is618

evidently too simplistic: many proteins carry out more thana single function or have a multitude of con-619

formations rather than a single structure. Molecular modelling approaches can aid to the understanding620

of biomolecules by following them on the computer screen, and can save unnecessary experiments, but621

the limitations of molecular modelling methods should not be put aside.Importantly, whereas the com-622

putations become increasingly more user-friendly, and many calculations can be carried out online by623

users without deep understanding of the underlying methods, careful interpretation by an expert is almost624

always necessary to make sure that the results are indeed meaningful, which calls for a collaboration625

between molecular modellers and experimentalists. Additionally, graduate students with a background626

in experimental cancer-research and an inclination to quantitative studies may invest the time and effort627

to attend some of the (too few) courses that explain the methods as well as the underlying theories.628

Realising the pros and cons of the approach is necessary to be able to validate its potential use in the629

field, and we have tried to provide some information that would enable cancer researchers to study the630

matter more closely. In our view, many of the tools describedin this paper have the potential to become631

a useful part in the cancer-research arsenal, as they already are in other fields. We therefore have little632

doubt that molecular modelling approaches will become widely used for cancer research in the years633

to come, in particular for the design of drugs and other treatments and the understanding of biological634

networks.635
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Figure 1: Illustration of commonly used modelling and simulation methods. The dynamics of a protein can be studied
by employing the Newton equations of motion, to yield an ensemble of structures that can be viewed as a movie (Molecular
Dynamics). Brownian Dynamics simulations can be used to study the formation of macromolecular complexes. Finally,
Normal Mode Analysis can yield insights into motions of protein domains. All protein figures in this article were prepared
using VMD [12].
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Figure 2:Performing molecular dynamics simulations

.

QM / MM

Quantum chemistry

or AIMD

Figure 3:The scale of QM/MM and QM methods. In QM/MM simulations, a small region, such as enclosed in a rectangle,
is simulated at an accurate QM level and the other part of the macromolecule is approximated (left). Fully QM simulations
such as ab-initio MD study only a small part of the macromolecule (right). The protein displayed here is cathepsin D, an
aspartic proteases that is associated with poor prognosis in breast cancer [61]. The catalytic site of aspartic proteases was
studied at a full QM level, revealing some organisational principles of these enzymes [62].
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Figure 4:Modelling of protein structures. Modelling of a protein structure is usually carried out based on sequence similarity
to a related protein (homology modelling, top). An alternative approach is to use software that suggests a protein structure
based on its sequence, often with the help of a database of short folded domains and their sequences.
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Figure 5:Alk drug resistance. Several mutations of Alk that are associated with acquiredresistance to therapy (reported in
“My Cancer Genome” [63]) are shown on the structure of the protein with an inhibitor [64]. The protein is shown in a cartoon
representation, the inhibitor is depicted with balls and sticks and the mutated residues are represented by coloured spheres
(residues Gly in light gray, Phe in purple, Ser in dark yellow, Cys in light yellow, and Leu in mauve). Notably, some residues
confer drug resistance although they are not adjacent to theinhibitor. Thus, the protein structure alone cannot explain the
acquired resistance. Molecular dynamics simulations can be used to infer on modified dynamics of the protein or weakened
protein-drug interactions upon mutation, which can later be followed by structural experiments, e.g., by using NMR.
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Appendix A. Computer programs and webservers639

Program License Particular strengths Website
Amber [65] academica/ A built-in method to deal with drug molecules or http://ambermd.org

commercial cofactors
CHARMM [66, 67] academica b Very broad functionality http://charmm.org

The charmm-gui web server (see text)
Gromacs [68, 69] open source Fast, relatively straightforward http://gromacs.org

wide user support
NAMD [70] freeb Specially designed for use with massive computer http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/namd

clusters

Table A.1: Molecular dynamics simulation packages. A list of several popular molecular dynamics simulation packages
that are widely used in biology.a Reduced price.bCommercial licenses available separately.

Program Website Comments
PyMol pymol.org Probably the most widely used
UCSF Chimera [71] cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera Relatively easy touse without vast knowledge
VMD [12] ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd Very comprehensive

Table A.2:Macromolecular viewers. Several popular and freely available programs to view macromolecular structures and
MD trajectory files. All programs have a wide range of features to choose from and can carry out some calculations.

Program Distributer
Discovery Studio Accelrys
Molecular Operating Environment (MOE) Chemical ComputingGroup
SYBYL-X Tripos

Table A.3: Commercial molecular modelling packages. Several commercially available molecular modelling packages.
The packages listed here can be used for molecular dynamics simulations, homology modelling, docking drug-like molecules
into proteins and analysis of the results. The programs alsoinclude graphical user interface that can be used for preparation
of the data and viewing of the results. See the distributors’sites for details.
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Program Website
Browndye [72] browndye.ucsd.edu
Brownmove [73] gepard.bioinformatik.uni-saarland.de/services/brownmove
Macrodox [74] iweb.tntech.edu/macrodox
SDA [75] projects.villa-bosch.de/mcmsoft/sda

Table A.4:Brownian dynamics simulation software

Server Website NMA/ENM Special features
AD-ENM enm.lobos.nih.gov ENM (1) Generates paths between protein

conformations [76].
(2) Can be used in the context of
protein structure prediction [77].
(3) Can deal with nucleic acids as well.

ANM [78] ignmtest.ccbb.pitt.edu/cgi-bin/anm/anm1.cgi ENM
el-Némo [79] www.igs.cnrs-mrs.fr/elnemo ENM Advanced optionsfor comparing two

conformations.
oGNM [80] ignm.ccbb.pitt.edu/GNMOnline Calculation-t.htm ENM Handles nucleic acids
NOMAD-Ref [81] lorentz.immstr.pasteur.fr/nma ENM & NMA Analysis of collective motions [82]
WEBnm@ [83] apps.cbu.uib.no/webnma NMA Comparative analysis (several protein

structures).

Table A.5:Normal mode analysis (NMA) and elastic network model (ENM) servers

Servers:
Server Website Additional features
CPHmodels [84] http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/CPHmodels-3.2 Extended search for template sequences.
ESyPred3D [85] http://www.fundp.ac.be/sciences/biologie/urbm/bioinfo/esypred
Phyre2 [86] http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/phyre2 (1) Video tutorials

(2) Ab-initio modelling (no sequence).
(3) Binding site prediction.

PS2 [87] ps2.life.nctu.edu.tw
PS2-v2 [88] ps2v2.life.nctu.edu.tw For use with low-identitytemplates
Swiss-Model [89] http://swissmodel.expasy.org (1) Automated modelling of homo-oligomeric assemblies.

(2) Modelling of essential metal ions in protein structures.
(3) Includes a repository of models.

Programs:
Program Website Additional features
Modeller [90] salilab.org/modeller Many additional tasks, e.g., ab-initio modelling of loops.
DeepView [91] spdbv.vital-it.ch Viewer, protein analysis.
Nest [92] wiki.c2b2.columbia.edu/honiglabpublic/index.php/Software:nest

Table A.6:Homology modelling servers and non-commercial programs (for commercial programs, see Table A.3)

Server Website
chunk-TASSER [93] cssb.biology.gatech.edu/skolnick/webservice/chunk-TASSER/index.html
Fobia [94] bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/FOBIA
meta-TASSER cssb.biology.gatech.edu/skolnick/webservice/MetaTASSER/index.html
pro-sp3-TASSER [95] cssb.biology.gatech.edu/skolnick/webservice/pro-sp3-TASSER/index.html
I-TASSER [96] zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/I-TASSER
Quark online [97] zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/QUARK
Robettaa [98] robetta.bakerlab.org

Table A.7:Web servers for de-novo protein structure prediction. a Combined de-novo and homology modelling.
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Server Website Molecules Method(s)
3D-Garden [99] www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/3dgarden proteins, surface complementarity

polynucleotides
ClusPro [100] cluspro.bu.edu protein surface complementarity,

energetics
COTH [101] zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/COTH proteins threading
FoXS Dock [102] modbase.compbio.ucsf.edu/foxsdock proteins SAXS constraints
GRAMM-X [103] vakser.bioinformatics.ku.edu/resources/gramm/grammx proteins surface complementarity,

energetics
Haddock [104] nmr.chem.uu.nl/haddock proteins, experimental constraints

polynucleotides & other
PatchDock [102] bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/PatchDock proteins surface complementarity

Table A.8:Web servers for protein complex structure prediction

Server Website Features / limitations
Dock Blaster [105] blaster.docking.org Includes a large database of drug-like molecules.
Docking@UTMB docking.utmb.edu Several databases available.
DockingServer www.dockingserver.com Commercial.
iScreen [106] iscreen.cmu.edu.tw Docking of compounds from traditional Chinese medicine.
SwissDock [107] swissdock.vital-it.ch Docks one or a few molecules, not a library.

Table A.9:Web servers for docking of drug-like molecules into proteins

Program License Website Features / limitations
Autodock [108] open source autodock.scripps.edu Externalgraphical user interface.
Autodock Vina [109] open source vina.scripps.edu Designedfor ease of use.
Dock [110] academic dock.compbio.ucsf.edu Can deal with RNA molecules as targets.
FlexX [111] commercial www.biosolveit.de/flexx
FRED [112] commercial www.eyesopen.com/oedocking
Glide [113, 114] commercial www.schrodinger.com/products/14/5/
GOLD commercial www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/products/lifesciences/gold

Table A.10:Docking programs. Commonly used computer programs for docking of drug-like molecules into proteins. See
also the commercial modelling packages in Table A.3.
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